INTRODUCTION
With the development of science and technology, people have entered the digital era. Now the transmission and exchange of information is a relatively simple and quick process. People can quickly and. easily transmit digital information to the world using electronic devices But the attendant side effects are very obvious. After many digital works are published in electronic format on the web, they are copied and distributed by the ulterior person or organization. This has greatly damaged the commercial interests of the product owner. Therefore, in the context of the Internet, how to protect the copyright of digital works and how to ensure the security of information content has become an urgent problem. As the new achievements of scientific development, digital works have their own new characteristic, but the existing copyright protection system was unable to protect its copyright. Digital watermarking technology as an important branch of information hiding technology research field, since it has been paid attention to by many domestic and foreign experts and scholars and business groups, and gradually become a research hotspot in the field of information security [1] .
In order to change this situation of the digital works, people integrated communications theory, noise theory, coding theory, checking theory, information theory, cryptography, digital image processing, signal processing, algorithm design and many other subject. the digital watermarking technology was imported into the digital works reprocessing. As an effective complement to traditional encryption technology, digital watermarking has become a front research in information security. It is widespread attention by the governments, academics and business.
Therefore, the study of digital watermarking is not only important to the learning but also has great commercial value. A digital image watermarking algorithm, and realizes the simulation, performance test work on the improved algorithm [2] . And the transform domain watermark algorithm embeds the watermark information into the transform spatial domain including the DCT domain and wavelet domain. On the other hand, according to the characteristics of watermarking algorithms, the watermark can be classified into: robust, semi-fragile and fragile watermark [3] . How to obtain the ideal target characteristics is the key that ensuring the reliability of the tracking system particularly in the complex environment. Because the environment of the target image recognition is complex, relevant processing methods such as preprocessing of image target, the processing of target separation and target edge detection should be researched to detect the target [4] .In this regard some preprocessing operation such as noise reduction and the mean retention filters are applied on the input image [5] .
II.
TYPICAL DIGITAL WATERMARKING ALGORITHM a. Space Domain Watermarking Algorithm
Space domain watermarking algorithm refers to directly modify the digital image pixel values using watermark information [6] . LSB algorithm and Patchwork algorithm are the representative algorithms.
 LSB Algorithm
Some of the earliest techniques used to embed m sequences into Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the data to provide effective transparent embedding technique [7] .Another Spatial Domain technique consist of embedding a texture based watermark into a portion of the image with similar texture, it will be difficult to pensive the watermark. The watermark is detected using a correlation detector [8] .The algorithm embeds watermark information through the least important pixel position (least significant bit) in the carrier image bit [6] . So it can ensure watermark's invisibility. However, the watermark can easily be destroyed by the digital signal processing technology due to the location of hidden watermark is unimportant. The robustness of the algorithm is poor.
 Patchwork Algorithm
The algorithm randomly selected N pairs pixels (ai, bi) in the carrier images. Then the brightness of ai in all the selected pixels was decreased one and the brightness of bi in all the selected pixels was added one, so the watermark is embedded. The average brightness of the carrier image has not changed, and it embedded watermark information, but the capacity of the watermarking algorithm is limited.
b. Transform Domain Watermarking Algorithm
The transform domain watermarking algorithm first transforms carrier image to obtain its frequency-domain coefficient [6] . Then it modifies the frequency domain coefficients based on the watermark information. Finally it does the corresponding inverse transform, and it can obtain the watermarked carrier.
 Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) Algorithm
The algorithm is first proposed by Koch and J Zhao. .DCT based transform domain watermarking started in later part of 90s. In 2004, Saraju P. Mohanty, N. Raga Nathan had also developed visible watermarking scheme on DCT [9] . After some period, wavelet based approach were starting due to their multi resolution property for wavelet [10] . First vector images are decomposed into many 8×8 sub-graphs, and the discrete cosine transform applied to the subblock map key randomly chosen by, and then based on the binary sequence information of the watermark blocks of these points on a frequent domain coefficients to fine tune the watermark is embedded, and finally, the corresponding inverse transformation, to obtain the watermarked vector. Visual based concept [12] . Compared with the previous DCT transform, wavelet transform has a better spatial and frequency localization capability and more accord with the human visual system (HVS) [13] . Combine human visual system masking character and brightness sensitivity directional characteristics, it implements watermark embedding in accordance with the wavelet coefficient which the watermark information not easy to detect modified carrier region (texture, edge, etc.). Because DWT has better accord with the HVS character and with JPGE2000 popular compression standard (based on wavelet transform). DWT has gradually paid more attention in the application in the field of information hiding and digital watermarking area and has a tendency to replace DCT. [14] .
The watermarking algorithm in the reference [15] has implemented blind watermarking. But the efficiency of this algorithm is low, because it needs many discrete wavelet transform and its robustness needs to be improved. Herein, the paper has improved the algorithm based on the reference [15] . It has done 2 level DWT to the carrier image obtained DA sub-graph, and block to it. It implements Arnold scrambling to the watermark image and the processed watermark image is as a control signal in accordance with certain rules it processes DWT coefficients of the DA sub-graph after block in order to achieve the embedded watermark information [16] . The simulation experiment has been done in the MATLAB9.2 environment by using the abovementioned algorithm. It selects 512×512 pixels gray image Lena as carrier image and selects 32×32 pixels binary meaningful image as watermark.
Experiments show that from the subjective perspective, whether the overall effect of the image or local contrast details, the original carrier image and the watermark image has almost no difference. Namely after embedding watermark, the image can still maintain a good visual effect.
From the objective perspective, the PSNR value of the watermark image is 44.9927 dB, the NC value of correlation coefficient between the original watermarks and extracting watermark is 1.
This shows that the algorithm has a good concealment.
From the experiment data contrast, it can seen that the NC value of extracted watermark image and the original watermark image is not only greater than 0.9 and higher than the algorithm in reference [15] after several kinds of common attack to containing watermark carrier obtained by the algorithm. This can show that the robustness of the paper algorithm is superior to and the efficiency is higher than the algorithm in reference [15] .
IV. COLOR IMAGE WATERMARKING ALGORITHM DESIGN
With the rapid development of digital technology, people is widely used color brilliant images, it has more practical significance to research digital watermarking algorithm based on color vector image. In addition, the watermark information can adopt a color image; the watermark information will be greatly enhanced.
The watermarking algorithm in the reference has added color watermarking transformed by wavelet to the carrier image using additive watermark embedding rules. It has met the basic watermarking algorithm. The paper has improved the algorithm based on the reference [16] . First it embedded low frequency sub-graph watermark into carrier low frequency sub-graph in accordance with the additive watermark embedding rule. Then follow the iterative mixed method in the reference [17] , it embedded high frequency sub-graph watermark into carrier middle frequency sub-graph [18] . Because it selects many iterations parameters in the iterative process, it has improved the security of the watermark and the mixing proportion of watermarked image in the iterative process; so it can improve the watermark anti-attack capability [19] . Experiments show that from the subjective perspective, whether the overall effect of the image or local contrast details, the original carrier image and the watermark image are containing basic consistent. That is after embeds watermark, the images can still maintain a good visual effect.
From the objective perspective, the PSNR value of original carrier and watermark image equal to 33.7604 dB. The NC value of correlation coefficient between the original watermark and the extracting watermark is 0.98522. The result indicates that the concealment of the proposed algorithm is better.
After several attacks on the extracted watermark in the image, the NC value between the extracting watermark and the original watermark basically all above 0.9. It shows that the color watermark algorithm has strong ability to resist attacks.
V. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DUAL DIGITAL WATERMARK ALGORITHM
It has designed a dual watermarking algorithm based on the above two improved algorithm. That is both binary watermark and color watermarks are also embedded into color vector image, which binary watermark played recognized role and color watermarks played affirm role [20] .
The two are separated but related. Wherein the identifying watermark is used for testing copyright belongs preliminary and the confirming watermark is used for detecting more detailed copyright information. Through it correlating validates the extracted recognition watermark and the verification watermark to confirm the two watermarks are real and effective.
a. Dual Watermark Algorithm Basic Framework
The dual watermark algorithm basic framework is designed as figure 5, figure 6 and figure 7. The recognition watermark of the algorithm is binary watermarking and recognition watermark is color watermarking. These two watermarks are not only independent but also relevant.
Independence represent that the two separate watermark information can be extracted separately and identifying watermark belong to blind watermark and authentication watermarking belong to plaintext watermark [21] . Copyright information of confirmation watermark is determined by the randomly generated sequence number of identification watermark. The specific correlative rules are as follows in figure 8 and figure 9 . Identification watermark's content is decided by embedding watermark, but it has no more than 24 characters. When the number of characters is less than 4, the watermark size is 2×2 and the remainder is filled with spaces. When the number of characters is more than 3 and less than 9, the watermark size is 3×3 and the remainder is filled with spaces. When the number of characters is more than 9 and less than 16, the watermark size is 4×4 and the remainder is filled with spaces.
When the number of characters is more than 16 and less than 25, the watermark size is 5×5 and the remainder is filled with spaces. Different size user-defined watermark is shown as figure 10 . Suppose carrier image is I and its size is M×M. The generated color watermark is W1 and its size is N1×N1 . The generated binary watermark is W2 and its size is N2×N2. First color watermark W1 is embedded into carrier image I in accordance with color watermark embedding method, then the binary watermark W2 is embedded into 2 level component sub-graph of the carrier image I in accordance with blind watermark embedding method.
d. Dual Watermark Extraction
Dual watermark can be separately extracted. If it only need the initial ownership detection, it extracts copyright identification watermark. If it needs further confirmation to get more detailed copyright information, it must extract confirmation watermark. The process of identification watermark extraction is as the follows. In the MATLAB 9.2a environment, it has done the simulation experiment according to the above algorithm. It selects Lena color image with 512×512 pixels as carrier, and select badge plus additional information color image with 128×128 pixels as confirmation watermark and select binary watermark image with 32×32 pixels as identification watermark to do experiment.
e.i Experimental Results with No Attack
The experiment has done with no attack. The experimental result is shown in figure 11 . Table 3 .
Experimental results
It has extracted watermark after several attacked image. The NC value between confirmation watermark and the original watermark which extracted the NC value between recognition watermark and the original watermark are all above 0.9. It shows the anti-attack ability of the double watermarking algorithm is strong, namely it has good robustness.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the field of copyright protection, the key and the original image used in dual watermarking algorithm will be secretly saved by the copyright owner. Organization or individual who want to illegally obtain copyright cannot extract confirmed watermark with the correlation information.
At the same timed if they are adding false watermark in the pirated image, it will not able to 
